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The author also leaves audiences with advice regarding life and school in general. First love never dies? Bob
Ong included to his book the financial assistant needed by the public school in the Philippines and the corrupt
government official. After three years, Roberto Ong got married, he gave up his work. The budget is getting
lower while the needs of Filipinos are increasing and Sr. Shelves: owned , , bob-ong Try and try until you
succeed. I have a friend that always ask me that what it really takes to become a public high school student
and it always mumble my mind everytime I remember her. Roberto also tackled that Favoritism is
unavoidable these days because in a class, theres always a smart and dumb learners. Bob Ong encourages the
public to write. Hes embarrassed because his family didnt know what he really did, keeping his failures a
secret. Sad to say that our government never takes serious of our education, they are much more aware or
giving more budget to the country's tourism and exporting-importing products. It's just mentioning and
explaining contemporary stuff and I think it deserve better than that. When they are in elementary, they used
to play S. The book did not fail to paint us a picture of current problems of the Filipino family. During my
high school days, I experience a lot of weird thing like teachers who throws notebooks outside the window
and teachers who act weird every day in your entire school year. Watch the trailer here: We all have our own
story The film was lauded by the Film Development Council of the Philippines, earning an A from the
organization's Cinema Evaluation Board for its "engaging and refreshing" take on nostalgia. Constantly late,
always absent, thats why he transferred into another school but he cant change himself. It's all about
understanding the scene and working as a team, he said. Roberto backtracks to his earlier days, recalling
memories of his escapades as a school boy and his unforgettable romance with that "special someone. He is
studying in a public school experiencing typical life. Take discussions to the next level with Rappler PLUS
â€” your platform for deeper insights, closer collaboration, and meaningful action. It was stated on the book
that the budget for 18 million student is 91 billion and one out of four children were schooling and almost 1
out of 10 children never have the chance to graduate in Elementary. With his belief in the power and
responsibility attached to positive media, the author urged the public to write and to contribute stories for the
enrichment of Pinoy cinema. Life is more important than answering a test and it is agreeable that students and
other professionals have become more judgmental about others by how they fair and how much they are paid.
It's obvious the film is meant to relate to the ones who have been through the joys and troubles of education in
the country. Related Interests.


